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Abstract
In recent years tremendous technological advances have led to the development of
low-cost sensors capable of data processing activities. These sensor nodes are organized
in to a network typically called Wireless Sensor Network. WSN's are based on the
principle of "Data Fusion" where the data collected from each sensor node is condensed
into one meaningful result: Data Fusion is achieved by exchanging messages between the
sensors. These messages are time stamped by each sensor node's local clock fuse
reading.
As noted in various references, Time Synchronization is a common feature used
in networking in order to give the nodes a common time reference. Time Synchronization
is an important middleware service in Wireless Sensor Networks, as physical time is
needed to relate events to the physical world. WSN's require a great deal of
synchronization accuracy so that information from many nodes can be cohesively
integrated without creating time skews in the data. State-of-the-art research has been
investigating the sources of error in attempting to synchronize the nodes in a network.
The objective of this thesis is to define a Time Synchronization protocol for a
Hierarchical Cluster Head based Wireless Sensor Network. Thus, the goals of this thesis
are three fold: We first analyze the shortcomings of existing time synchronization
protocols and propose a novel time synchronization protocol based on cluster tree based
routing. We perform hardware-based simulation using Mica motes, TinyOS operating
system and NesC programming language. Finally, we estimate the various sources of
time error in package transmission in a WSN through basic simulation using OMNET++.
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Glossary
1. WSN - A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of
spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor
physical or environmental conditions
2. BS - Base station is a two-way radio installation in a fixed location, used to
communicate with one or more mobile or portable radio transceivers
3. CH - Cluster Head is the node in Hierarchical Cluster network topology
responsible for data aggregation within a cluster
4. CBR - Cluster Based Routing is a routing scheme that uses a Hierarchical Cluster
network topology
5. RTT - Round Trip Time is the time required for a transmitted pulse to reach a
target and for the echo or transponder reply to return to the receiver
6. MAC - Medium Access Control is a part ofData Link Layer in the Open Systems
Interconnect model which describes the Internet framework
7. OSI - Open Systems Interconnection Basic Reference Model (OSI Reference
Model or OSI Model for short) is a layered, abstract description for
communications and computer network protocol design
8. NIC - Network Interface Card is a piece of computer hardware designed to allow
computers to communicate over a computer network
9. UTC - Universal Time Coordinates is the standard time common to every place
in the world
xi
Chapter 1 Introduction
In recent years tremendous technological advances have led to the development of
low-cost sensors capable of data processing activities. These sensor nodes are organized
in a network typically called as Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and are deployed in real
world situations to closely monitor the environment and surroundings (see Fig. 1-1). In a
WSN bits of information collected by each sensor node are put together to analyze the
situation in a broader aspect. This principle is technically termed as "Data
Fusion" [1] in
a Wireless Sensor Network terminology. The data collected from each sensor node is
condensed in to a meaningful result. Various types of data such speed and timestamp are
passed by each sensor node to common Base Station (BS), which will then add up the
results received from its peer in to one meaningful result.
The sensor nodes operate in a variety of inaccessible, hostile and dangerous
environments. WSN are used in commercial and industrial applications to monitor data
that would be difficult or expensive to monitor using wired sensors. They could be
deployed in hostile environments [1] where they would remain for many years
monitoring a specific environmental variable without the need to recharge/replace their
power supplies. Typical applications ofWSN's are monitoring, tracking and controlling.
Some of the specific applications are habitat monitoring, object tracking, nuclear reactor
controlling, fire detection, traffic monitoring, etc.
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Figure 1-1 A simple sensor network architecture
Data Fusion [1] is achieved by exchanging messages between the sensors. These
messages are time stamped by each sensor node local clock fuse reading. As noted in
various reference documents, Time Synchronization is a common feature used in
networking, to give the nodes a common time reference. A number of leading research
topics has investigated the sources of error in attempting to synchronize the nodes in such
a network. The four main sources of time synchronization error are the send time, access
time, propagation time, and receive time [1]. The send time is the time for the sender to
construct the message, and includes operating system overhead and processor delays. It
also includes the time to transfer the message to the hardware network interface. Access
time is the delay incurred waiting for access to the transmission medium. This varies
depending on the specific network-layer protocol used, and whether it is contention
based. Propagation time is the actual transmit time across the medium. This is typically
very small for wireless networks, but is dominant in wide-area networks where it may
include queuing and switching delays. The last source of error is the receive time, which
is the amount of time to transfer the incoming message from the network interface to the
receive processor. This time can be significantly reduced if the message arrival time is
time stamped at a low level in the stack.
Thus time synchronization is an important middleware service in wireless sensor
networks (WSN), as physical time is needed to relate events to the physical world.
Wireless sensor networks require a great deal of synchronization accuracy so that
information from many nodes can be cohesively integrated without creating time skews
in the data. Several Time Synchronization protocols have been developed by various
researchers each having their own characteristic merits and demerits.
The objective of this thesis to define a time synchronization protocol for a
hierarchical, cluster based Wireless Sensor Network. The rest of the chapters are
organized as follows. Chapter-2 will present a background on WSN and Time
Synchronization protocol classification. The research idea and overall goals will also be
presented in Chapter-3. Chapter-4 provides a background on the Operating and
Programming Environment (OE). Chapter-5 focuses on hardware-based simulation.
Chapter-6 focuses on software-based simulation-using
OMNET-H- followed by future
work and conclusion.
Chapter 2 Background
2.1. Wireless Sensor Network Topologies
Networks can be organized in to different topologies, such as fully connected, mesh,
star, ring, tree, bus, as shown in Fig. 2-1. A single network may consist of several
interconnected subnets of different topologies. These networks are further classified as
Local Area Networks (LAN), e.g. inside one building, or Wide AreaNetworks (WAN), e.g.
between buildings.
Ring Mesh Star
Line Tree
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Figure 2-1 Basic Sensor Network Topologies
Fully connected networks suffer from problems ofNP-complexity [3]. It suffers from
routing problems even with large amount of available computing power be cause as
nodes are added to the network the number of links increases exponentially.
Mesh networks are otherwise called as peer-to-peer networks because the nodes in
this network are identical and transmission in such a network is generally allowed only to
the nearest neighbors. Such networks have multiple routing paths and are robust to failure
of individual nodes and links. Since this network is made of nodes that are identical and
have the same computing and transmission capabilities, certain nodes can be designated
as 'group leaders' and take additional functions. If a particular group is leader is disabled
then some other node can take that functionality.
In the star topology all nodes are connected to a single hub node that is equipped
with signal processing activities like message handling, routing, and decision-making
capabilities than the other nodes. This implies that in case of hub failure the entire
network is destroyed. Ring topology is made up nodes where are all nodes performing the
same function with no leader node. Messages generally travel around the ring in a single
direction .In the bus topology; messages are broadcasted to all nodes attached to the bus.
The message is processed based on the destination address in the message header and
then forwarded to the destination.
2.2. Introduction to Time Synchronization in WSN
Time Synchronization is a common feature used in networking, to give the nodes a
common time reference. The four main sources of time synchronization errors as
mentioned before are the send time, access time, propagation time, and receive time [If.
Time Synchronization is an important middleware service in wireless sensor networks
(WSN), as physical time is needed to relate events to the physical world. WSN require a
great deal of synchronization accuracy so that information from many nodes can be
cohesively integrated without creating time skews in the data. Traditional time
synchronization mechanism used in
"wired" (such as cable-based) sensor network cannot
be used in WSN. Therefore, a thorough understanding of these challenges is very crucial
for the design of the synchronization protocol on such a network. Sensor network
challenges [2] can be summarized as follows in to the following categories.
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a. Energy-limited nodes - A typical WSN in a real world application has thousands
of battery operated sensor nodes and it is practically not possible to power these sensors
using a continuous power source. Also each sensor node will have to receive process,
transmit, and route data. Thus the amount of energy available to these nodes must be
utilized in an efficient manner while preserving time synchronization
b. Computation - The hardware in each sensor node in a WSN is typically very
limited because of its small size. A typical sensor node like Berkley MICA2 Mote has a
small solar battery, an 8-bit CPU that runs at 10MHz, 128KB to 1MB memory and a
communication range of less than 50 meters [1]. The sensor node can be increased in size
however this would significantly increase the cost and power consumption. Thus a Time
Synchronization protocol must not require complex signal processing and computation
due to hardware limitation
c. Communication - More power is consumed in transmitting the data than in
processing. At present wireless communication is restricted to data rate in order of 10-
1OOKbits/second. It has also been proved that energy required to transmit 1 bit over 100
meters is 3 joules, which can be used to execute 3 million instructions. Since time
synchronization is impossible without message exchange, bandwidth and communication
play a critical role in the design.
2.3. WSN Time Synchronization Protocols: Classification
Time Synchronization schemes in WSN can be classified based on (1) the internal
synchronization principles; and (2) the application-dependent features, as discussed
below:
2.3.1 Internal Synchronization Principles
(I) Master-Slave Versus Peer-to-Peer
Master-Slave protocol has a simple, non-redundant structure where one node acts as a
master and other node(s) acts as a slave. The slave nodes attempt to synchronize with the
master node clock taking it as a reference. However there is a risk ofmaster node failure.
On the other hand, the Peer-to-Peer protocol is more robust, flexible as any node can
communicate directly with every other node in the network. However in a network
consisting ofmany sensor nodes, it becomes difficult to control this structure.
(2) Clock correction Versus Untethered clocks
In clock correction protocol the local clock in each node is corrected by using a
Global Time Source (e.g., atomic clock). Thus the local clocks of nodes that participate in
the network are corrected continually to keep the network synchronized. The Untethered
Clock protocol, on the other hand, saves a considerable amount of energy by building a
table of parameters that relate the local of each node to local clock of every other in the
network. The time-stamped messages are exchanged between the nodes by taking into
consideration the round trip delay and idle time of a message.
(3) Internal Versus External Synchronization
Internal Synchronization does not use any global time scale and attempts to minimize
the maximum differences between the local clocks of each sensor. External
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Synchronization uses the actual real world time through an external time source such as
Universal Time Source (UTC). External Synchronization exploits considerable amount of
energy because local clock sensors seek to adjust to a external time source in order to be
synchronized.
Internal Synchronization supports Master-Slave and Peer to Peer network while
External Synchronization can only be used on a peer-to-peer network Most applications
use Internal Synchronization because it leads to a more correct operation of the system
while also considering the energy constraints of the nodes in a WSN.
(4) Sender-Receiver Versus Receiver-Receiver Synchronization
In Sender-Receiver based protocol, the sender node periodically sends beacon
messages to other nodes and the receiver node synchronizes using the local time stamp it
received from the sender. The message delay between the sender and receiver is
calculated by measuring the total Round Trip Time (RTT) from the time a receiver
requests a time stamp until the time it actually gets it. However it ignores the variations in
message delay due to network delays. In Receiver-to-Receiver protocol, the receivers
exchange time at which they received a message and compute the offset based on
reception times. Message delay variance is eliminated in this approach. However it is
more vulnerable to the propagation delay of various receivers.
2.3.2 Application-dependent features
(I) Single hop VersusMulti hop networks
In a single hop network one node can communicate directly with any node in the
network. But a typical real world application network is often too large and it becomes
impossible for each node to communicate directly with every other node in the network.
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Multi hop communication extends a single hop communication by having an intermediate
sensor to relay the data to the nodes in subsequent hops. Also communication can occur
through a sequence of hops via adjacent sensors. Typically a good Time Synchronization
protocol should implement single hop communication and be expandable to multi hop
communication.
(2) Stationary VersusMobile network
The nodes in a Stationary network do not move and topology remains unchanged. In
a mobile network, the nodes have ability to move which results in frequent topology
changes. However the change in topology is often a problem because it requires the re
synchronization of nodes in the network.
(3) MAC layer Versus Standard approach
The OSI model hosts the MAC Layer which is a part of the Data Link Layer
providing reliability to the upper layers, and at the same time preventing transmission
collisions so that message transmissions between nodes do not interfere with one another.
The MAC layer protocols efficiently utilize energy and at the same time provide more
reliability. Therefore, they are preferred for the design of a time synchronization protocol.
We shall now evaluate some of the major WSN Time Synchronization protocols
based on their features.
2.4. Evaluation ofmajor Time Synchronization Protocols
In this section some of the existing Time Synchronization protocols are briefly
studied and ideas from this study are later used in Chapter 3 to propose our research
goals.
2.4.1 Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) Protocol
RBS protocol [4] is so named because it exploits the broadcast property of the
wireless communication medium. In this protocol two receivers located within listening
distance of the same sender will receive the same message at approximately the same
time. Also if each receiver records the local time as soon as the message arrives then they
can synchronize with a high degree of precision by comparing the local clocks on when
each message was received (see Fig. 2-2).
The offset and skew is calculated based on a sequence of synchronization messages
and this protocol exploits the concept of time-critical path [If, that is, the path of a
message that contributes to non-deterministic errors in a protocol.
SENDER RECEIVER SENDER RECEIVER
Network
Interface
Card
TIME
Time
Critical
Path
Network
Interface
Card
TIME
Figure 2-2 Time Critical path for Traditional Protocol versus RBS
-> Time
Critical
Path
I T
The accuracy of a synchronization protocol is greatly affected Nondeterministic
transmission delays because it is difficult for a receiver to estimate time at which a
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message was sent and vice versa. The four factors that are involved in sending a message
i.e. send time, Access time, Propagation time, Receive time discussed in chapter 1 are all
factors that can vary non-deterministically.
However RBS considers only the times at which a message reaches different
receivers and hence it directly removes two of the largest sources of non-determinism
involved in message transmission, namely the send time and the access time. Thus RBS
can achieve a high degree of synchronization in WSN. The simplest form ofRBS can be
explained in three steps. A transmitter broadcasts a reference packet to two receivers. The
receivers record the time at which the message was received according to their local
clocks and exchange their observations.
RBS has following advantages [1]: The largest sources of error (send time and access
time) are removed from the critical path by considering only the times at which a
message reaches different receivers. Estimation of clock offset and skew are independent
of each other. Since local clocks are never modified, clock correction does not interfere
with either estimation. Post-facto synchronization prevents energy from being wasted on
expensive clock updates and by using nodes belonging to multiple neighborhoods RBS
provides supports for Multi-hop networks.
However, it also has some shortcomings. For instance, for a single-hop network of n
nodes, this protocol requires O (n2) message exchanges, which can be computationally
expensive in the case of large neighborhoods. Since there a larger number of message
exchanges convergence time [1], which is the time required synchronizing the network,
can be high. The reference sender is left unsynchronized in this method and if the
reference sender needs to be synchronized, it will lead to a significant waste of energy.
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2.4.2 Time Diffusion Protocol
The Time-diffusion synchronization protocol (TDP) [5] operates in active and
inactive phases because due to clock skews, the algorithms within the protocol have to be
applied periodically. This protocol enables all the sensors in the network to have a local
time that is within a small bounded time deviation from the network-wide "equilibrium"
time.
The protocol is comprised of several algorithms, which will be described next in the
context of one such active phase [1]. There are multiple cycles in each active phase and
each cycle lasting for duration of ?. Within each cycle a procedure termed as
Election/Reelection Procedure [5] (ERP) elects a subset of nodes as the master.
The master initiates a diffusion of messages in the network and these messages
concurrently creates a tree like propagation structure in the network. The non-leaf nodes
in this tree are the nodes, which propagate the timing messages, and are termed as
"diffused leaders" [5]. These diffused-leader nodes are also elected by the ERP.
Sometimes it might happen that a node does not qualify to be a diffused leader node and
hence will not propagate diffusion.
The goals of the ERP are two-fold [1]: (1) to eliminate outlier nodes, whose clock
variance is above some threshold based on a specific type ofvariance calculation, termed
the Allen variance [5]. This variance is determined by exchanging messages and
calculating deviations between pairs of adjacent nodes using a Peer Evaluation
Procedure (PEP) [5f; (2) to achieve load distribution among the nodes because the roles
ofmasters and diffused leaders put a greater demand on their energy resource.
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Figure 2-3 Illustration of timing relationships
Within each cycle there are two logical functions, executed serially: (1) Determining
master nodes and diffused leader nodes using the PEP, and (2) Main Time Diffusion
Procedure (TP). Each cycle has duration D and the TP consists of multiple rounds,
initiated ? time units apart [1]. The timing relationships between TP rounds and PEP
duration is shown in Figure 2-3.
Thus in TDP, there is a single broadcast within each round, with respect to a single
master. Since each master node initiates a diffusion of timing messages it forms a tree
like structure in the network. An external timeserver can be used to coordinate the
master's time and if no time-servers are available, the protocol works equally well by
using a time that is independent of the time used by the Internet, e.g., UTC.
Some of the inherent advantages of TDP are now outlined [1]. This protocol is
tolerant ofmessage losses. By using an iterative weighted averaging technique [I] it can
achieve a system-wide
"equilibrium" time across all nodes. The diffusion of timing
messages does not rely on static level-by-level transmission and hence this structure
provides flexibility and fault-tolerance. The protocol is geared towards mobility although
there is a hierarchical structure, which is neutralized by having multiple master nodes
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distributed across the network. Even without external time servers TDP can function
properly while most other time synchronization protocols cannot function properly
without these time-servers.
The TDP protocol has following drawbacks [1]. There is a high degree of complexity
because each active period has multiple cycles, and each cycle has multiple rounds, in
each of which multiple masters initiate a diffusion broadcast. When no external
timeservers are used the convergence time tends to be high and if the servers are used, the
convergence time is comparable to a server-based technique. It appears that it is possible
for the clocks to run backward, whenever a clock value is suddenly adjusted to a lower
value.
2.4.3 TPSN - Timing Synch Protocol for Sensor networks
TPSN [6] is a traditional sender-receiver based synchronization based on tree
network topology. TPSN operates in two phases that are the level discovery phase and
the synchronization phase. The level discovery [6] phase creates the hierarchical
topology of the network in which each node is assigned a level. Only the root nodes
reside at level 0. In the synchronization phase [6] all z level nodes will synchronize with
i-1 level nodes. This will synchronize all nodes with the root node.
(1) Level Discovery Phase:
This phase is executed on network deployment and the firs step is to assign a root
node. If a node is equipped with GPS then that node could be the root node and all other
nodes in the network will synchronize with the root node. Other nodes in the network can
also periodically take over the functionality of the root node and share the responsibility.
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Once after the election of the root node, the level discovery phase is initiated .The
root node sends out a level
_discovery
packet to the neighboring nodes and this packet has
the identity of the sender and the level of sending node. Based on this packet the
neighboring nodes will assign a level to them and in turn send out another
level discovery packet to their neighboring nodes. This process will continue until all
nodes have received the level discovery packet and are assigned a level.
(2) Synchronization Phase:
The basic concept of the synchronization phase is a two-way communications
between the two nodes. Similar to the level discovery phase, the synchronization phase
begins at the root node and propagates through the network.
Node A NodeB
Local Time
V
T2
T3
7
Local Time
Figure 2-4 Two-way communication between nodes
Fig.2-4 illustrates the two-way messaging between a pair of nodes. Node A will send
the synchronization [6] packet at time TI to Node B. As mentioned before this
packet will contain Node A's level and the time TI when it was sent. Node B will receive
the packet at time T2. Time T3 is when Node B sends the acknowledgment
fpacket6
to
Node A. That packet will contain the level number ofNode B as well as times TI, T2,
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and T3. By knowing the drift, Node A can correct its clock and successfully synchronize
to Node B.
Once after this process the root node again initiates the synchronization process. It
broadcasts a time_sync packet to the level one node. After waiting for a random amount
of time before initiating the two-way messaging the root node will send the
acknowledgment and the level one node will adjust their clocks to be synchronized with
the root nodes.
Since at least one level one node is a neighbor of a level two node the level two nodes
will be able to hear the level one nodes communication and on hearing this
communication the level two nodes will wait a random period of time before initiating
the two-way messaging with the level one node. This process will continue until all nodes
are synchronized to the root node. This communication propagates through the tree until
all level i-1 nodes are synchronized with the level / nodes. At this point all nodes will be
synchronized with the root node.
Any synchronization packet has the four delays discussed earlier in chapter 1 that are
send time, access time, propagation time, and receive time. Eliminating any of these
would be a plus. Although TPSN does not eliminate the uncertainty of the sender it does,
however, minimize it.
Transmission range is not an issue in TPSN since TPSN is designed to be a multi-hop
protocol. Unlike RBS, TPSN has uncertainty in the sender [1]. It attempts to reduce this
non-determinism by time stamping packets in the MAC layer [1]. But studies show that
that the sender's uncertainty contributes very little to the total synchronization error.
TPSN has a better precision than RBS by reducing the uncertainty with low-level time
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stamping and that the sender to receiver synchronization is superior to the receiver-to-
receiver synchronization. The transmission range also limits RBS because RBS could
ignore the propagation time if the range of transmission was relatively small. In case of a
large multi-hop network, this is not the case because RBS would have to send more
reference beacons for the node to synchronize. TPSN on the other hand was designed for
multi-hop networks. It uses the tree-based scheme to the timing information can
accurately propagate through the network [1].
2.4.4 FTSP - Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol
In FTSP [7], a root node broadcasts its local time and the nodes that receive it
synchronize their clocks. Every broadcasted synchronization messages consist of three
fields [1]: rootID, seqNum, and sendingTime (the global time of the sender at the
transmission time). The offset of the global time is calculated from the global time of the
sender upon receiving the message. The receiving node calculates its clock skew using
linear regression on a set of these offsets versus the time of reception of the messages.
Linear Regression is a method of estimating conditional expected value of one variable
given the value of some other variable or variables.
FTSP has built in support for multi-hop time synchronization in the following
manner: The global time is updated whenever a node receives a message from the root
node. Also every node broadcasts its own global time to its neighbors. All nodes act in a
similar manner, receiving updates and broadcasting their own global time to their
neighbors. Apart from this each node retains the highest sequence number it has received
and the rootID of the last received message used to avoid redundant messages in the
linear regression.
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A synchronization message [1] is only used in the regression if the seqNum field of
the message (the sequence number of the flood associated with that message) is greater
than the highest sequence number received thus far and the rootID of the new message
(the origin of the flood associated with that message) is less than or equal to the last
received rootID.
The FTSP thus utilizes a radio broadcast to synchronize possibly multiple receivers to
the time provided by the sender of the radio message whereas in RBS protocol, the time
stamp of the sender must be embedded in the currently transmitted message. Thus in
FTSP the time stamping on the sender side must be performed before the bytes
containing the time stamp are transmitted.
The FTSP has following advantages as compared to the TPSN [1]. Although TPSN
can operate in a multi-hop network, it does not handle the topology changes well. The
level discovery phase has to reinitiate by TPSN if the root node changed or the topology
changes. This directly implies more network traffic and creates additional overhead.
FTSP is robust in that it utilizes the flooding of synchronization messages to
combat link and node failure [1]. The flooding also provides the ability for dynamic
topology changes. FTSP also has built in support for MAC layer time stamping like
TPSN that greatly increases the precision and reduces jitter. It utilizes the multiple time
stampings and linear regression to estimate clock drift and offset.
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Chapter 3 Research Ideas
The primary objective of this thesis is to propose a novel mechanism towards a
Clustering approach in Sensor Network Time Synchronization.
3.1. Choosing the right sensor network topology
ZigBee networks can be configured to operate in a variety of different ways to suit the
application and environment. Supported topologies include Peer to Peer where each node
can communicate directly to one another node for communication as shown in Figure 3-1
Represents a Sensor node
which is ZigBee compliant
Figure 3-1 Peer-to-Peer network
Star network topology shown in Figure 3-2, where each node connects directly to the
central coordinator and all inter node communications are passed through the coordinator
Reduced Function Sensor node
Coordinator of network
Figure 3-2 Star network topology
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Cluster tree network shown in Figure 3-3, that consists of a number of star networks
connected whose central nodes are also in direct communications with the single PAN
Coordinator. Using a set of routers and a single PAN coordinator, the network is formed
into an interconnected mesh of routers and end nodes, which pass information from node
to node using the most cost effective path. Should any individual router become
inaccessible, alternate routes can be discovered and used providing robust and reliable
network topography. Cluster tree network has the following inherent advantages over the
other models. Data moves faster to the BS because networks are broken in to clusters
with Cluster Heads (CH). This implies less latency and overhead. Cluster tree network is
suited for time critical applications because only CH perform data aggregation
-* Reduced function device
Coordinator of network
Full funtion deuice
Figure 3-3 Cluster tree topology
From our design consideration, the Reduced Function Device would be the sensor
nodes in the cluster, Full Function Device would be the Cluster Head (CH) that performs
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signal processing activities and PAN coordinator would be the Base Station that would
act as an interface between the Cluster Heads (CH), nodes in the cluster and the
computer. A Cluster-Based routing groups sensor nodes to efficiently relay the sensed
data to the sink. Each group of sensors has a cluster head or gateway. Cluster Head (CH)
may be specialized nodes that are less energy-constrained. A CH performs some
aggregation function on data it received and sends it to sink as a representative sample of
its cluster. Cluster formation is a design approach to minimizing energy consumption and
minimizing communication latency. The factors affecting Cluster formation, Cluster-hard
communication and data aggregation/fusion among clusters are open issues for research.
Clearly a hierarchical approach breaks the network in to clustered layers as shown
in the figure below. The nodes are grouped in to clusters with a Cluster-Head (CH) that
has the responsibility of routing from the cluster to the other cluster heads or base
stations. Data travel from a lower clustered layer to a higher one. Although, it hops from
one node to another, but as it hops from one layer to another it covers larger distances.
This moves the data faster to the base station. Theoretically the latency in such a model is
much less than in the multi-hop model. This model shown in figure 3-4 is better suited
than one hope or multi-hop model.
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Cluster - Level 1
Base
Station
Cluster - Level 2 Cluster Head Members in
a cluster
Figure 3-4 Cluster tree topology with BS and Clusters
In the cluster-based model, data is first aggregated in the cluster then sent to a
higher-level cluster-head. As it moves from lower level to a higher level, it travels greater
distances, thus reducing the travel time and latency. A cluster-based hierarchy moves the
data faster to the base station thus reducing latency than in the multi hop model. Further
only cluster heads perform data aggregation and it is more suited for time critical
applications. However it has one drawback, namely, as the distance between clustering
level increases, the energy spent is proportional to the square of the distance. Despite the
drawback, the benefits of this model far outweigh its drawback.
3.2. Choosing the ClusterHead
A percentage of sensor nodes in the network are assumed to be equipped with
additional energy level to suit the needs of the Full Function Device which is typically
the Cluster Head and the nodes in the network are randomly distributed. Cluster Head
election will be based on a modified version of LEACH [9J and is termed as Stable
Election Procedure [10] for Clustered Heterogeneous wireless sensor networks.
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SEP is based on weighted election probabilities [10] of each node to become CH
according to remaining energy levels in each node and elects CH in a distributed fashion
in 2 level hierarchical WSN.SEP is heterogeneous aware [10] in comparison to LEACH
which is homogenous meaning that election probabilities are weighted by initial energy
of a node relative to that of other nodes in the network. This prolongs the time interval
before the death of the first node.
The cluster head election procedure in LEACH starts with Node i that choose
random number, s, between 0 and l.If s < T (n), node i becomes a cluster head in current
round where:
T\ n ) = -
I
lP>: rmod
P >
P = desired percentage of cluster heads
G = set of nodes that have not been a cluster head in the last \/P rounds
Each node is elected cluster-head once every 1/P rounds (epoch length) and on an
average, n x P nodes elected per round and n = total number of nodes. LEACH [9]
assumes all nodes in the network are homogenous in terms of energy levels meaning that
all nodes in the network start with the same energy level. This assumption directly
contributes to the fact that nodes die randomly within a short period of time.
But in a heterogeneous environment [10] the result of initial setting or evolution
of the sensor networks operation is improved because of the assumption that advanced
nodes has more energy than normal nodes in the network. Once the first node dies,
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feedback and Cluster-head election stays unreliable for a long time and hence advanced
nodes don't get elected as often as they should.
SEP [10] uses the Radio Energy Dissipation model [10] to achieve optimal
clustering and considers a variety of performance metrics in order to achieve optimal
clustering. The performance metrics considered are Stability Period [10], which is the
time interval from the start of network operation until the death of the first sensor node.
This period is also referred as "stable region". Instability Period [10] is the time interval
from the death of the first node until the death of the last sensor node. This period is also
referred as "unstable region". Network lifetime [1 0] is the time interval from the start of
operation (of the sensor network) until the death of the last alive node. Number ofcluster
heads per round is a measure that reflects the number of nodes that would send directly
to the sink information aggregated from their cluster members. Number of alive (total,
advanced and normal) nodes per round [10] is a measure reflects the total number of
nodes and that of each type that have not yet expended all of their energy. Throughput
[10] is the measure the total rate of data sent over the network, the rate of data sent from
cluster heads to the sink as well as the rate of data sent from the nodes to their cluster
heads.
SEP [10] is based Naive modification ofLEACH [9]. In LEACH [9] the network
is assumed to be made of nodes of all same energy levels and if it is assumed that every
"virtual"
node is "normal" with unit energy then we have n + aXmxn = n(l+aXm)
"virtual"
nodes where m = fraction of nodes that are advanced and Extend epoch length
to (1+a x m)/P rounds. It is hoped that each normal node is elected cluster-head once
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every epoch and each advanced node is elected cluster-head (1+a) times every epoch,
which ensures well-balanced energy consumption.
The obvious problem with the Naive LEACH [9] solution is that probability of
electing an advanced node is not weighted by its additional energy [10], which directly
results in advanced nodes being underutilized and shorter node death time. However in
SEP [10] the idea is to force each advanced node to be elected every sub-epoch of length
(1+a x m)fP I (1+a) rounds. The probability of a normal node getting elected as cluster
head is Pnormal and Probability of an advanced node getting elected, as cluster-head is
Padvanced. Thus the average number of nodes elected per round = nxP. The weighted
probabilities of normal and advanced nodes are respectively
PcTt
Aa a v
1 + a m
P-"F'
:< (1 + a)1 + a m
The thresholds for normal and advanced nodes are respectively
7i i , \
' '"* ^T'1
J II 5 y, Trn t C
= ) 1-fnrm-fr wci ^'^ 1
0 otherwise
Foav if e . _ fyif s0jt. t 6
0 otherwise
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Based on simulation results in SEP [10] it has been shown that larger the stable
region and smaller the unstable region - better the reliability of the clustering process and
until the death of the last CH we can get feedback about the sensor fields. LEACH [9]
guarantees that in the homogenous case the unstable region will be short, but yields a
large unstable region in the presence heterogeneous nodes because all advanced nodes are
equipped with almost same energy levels resulting in unstable CH election process and as
a result most of the time nodes die as there is no CH to transmit. SEP improves the stable
region of the clustering process using characteristic parameters of heterogeneity namely
fraction of advanced nodes (m) and additional energy factor between advanced and
normal nodes - alpha.
This discussion concludes that the stability throughput of SEP is greater than any
other CBR protocols and SEP is more resilient to LEACH while yielding longer stability
region for higher values of extra energy. Thus our Cluster head election process would be
based on SEP.
3.3. Implementing Time Synchronization
In chapter 2.4 we had briefly studied some of the very important Time
Synchronization protocols. Based on the information gathered in this chapter, Time
Synchronization must be achieved at 2 levels in the proposed hierarchical model. Inter
level Single Hop Time Synchronization - Within each cluster and Intra-level Multi Hop
Time Synchronization - within the various the CH in the network as shown in Figure 3-5.
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Cluster - Level 1
Base
Station
Intra-level time sychronization
(within clusters at various
levels)
Inter-level time synchronization
( within each cluster)
Figure 3-5 Cluster based model
Inter level Single Hop Time Synchronization Within each cluster can achieved as
follows. A root node - CH, Full function node in our scenario broadcasts its local time
and any nodes that receive that time synchronize their clocks to that time and this
broadcasted synchronization messages consist of three relevant fields [7]: rootID,
seqNum, and sendingTime (the global time of the sender at the transmission time). Time
stamping a message can be done either Application layer time stamping or MAC layer
time stamping. With Application layer time stamping there is certain medium of delay
between the sender and receiver that is a result of application processing activities.
Time stamping time synchronous packets before they are transmitted means that
by the time the packet is transmitted through the air it is already out of date as far as the
sender is concerned. The solution to his problem is to use MAC layer time stamping
function since MAC layer activities are handles lower in stack level by hardware it can
provide a higher degree of accuracy. The Slave, which in our scenario is the regular
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members/nodes within a cluster, uses linear regression [7] technique to predict the
Masters/Cluster head time stamp. This predicted timestamp is then compared to the
received Master time to identify the offset and error between Master and Slave. Linear
Regression [7] is a method of estimating conditional expected value of one variable
given the value of some other variable or variables. In our reference the desired output of
linear regression calculation is predicted Master time and given value is Slave time. The
algorithm used calculates the best-fit linear line from the first ten received Master times.
The Slave uses this line to estimate the relationship between future slave timestamps and
predictedMaster time.
Upon receiving a message, a node calculates the offset of its global time from the
global time of the sender embedded in the message. The receiving node calculates its
clock skew using linear regression on a set of these offsets versus the time of reception
of the messages. Given the limited computational and memory resources of a sensor
node, it can only keep a small number of reference points. Therefore, the linear
regression is performed only on a small subset of the received nodes. Since this
regression requires that set of updates, however, a node cannot calculate its clock skew
until it receives a full of reference messages. Therefore, there is a non-negligible
initiation period for the network.
Intra-level Multi Hop Time Synchronization - Within the various the CH in the
network is based onMulti-hop time synchronization that can be achieved in the following
manner: Whenever a node receives a message from the root node, it updates its global
time. In addition, it broadcasts its own global time to its neighbors. All nodes act in a
similar manner, receiving updates and broadcasting their own global time to their
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neighbors. To avoid using redundant messages in the linear regression described above,
each node retains the highest sequence number it has received and the rootID of the last
received message used. A synchronization message is only used in the regression if the
seqNum field of the message (the sequence number of the flood associated with that
message) is greater than the highest sequence number received thus far and the rootID of
the new message (the origin of the flood associated with that message) is less than or
equal to the last received rootID
The method would used the radio broadcast [7] similar to the one used in FTSP
[7] to synchronize the possibly multiple receivers to the time provided by the sender of
the radio message. The broadcasted message contains the sender's time stamp, which is
the estimated global time at the transmission of a given byte. The receivers obtain the
corresponding local time from their respective local clocks at message reception.
Consequently, one broadcast message provides a synchronization point [7] (a global-
local time pair) to each of the receivers. The difference between the global and local time
of a synchronization point estimates the clock offset of the receiver. As opposed to the
RBS protocol, the time stamp of the sender must be embedded in the currently
transmitted message. Therefore, the time stamping on the sender side must be performed
before the bytes containing the time stamp are transmitted.
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sender: . preamble sync data crc
propagation delay
receiver: preamble 5511c data
'
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Figure 3-6 Data packets transmitted over the radio channel
In both Inter-level and Intra-level Time Synchronization, Message broadcast starts
with the transmission ofpreamble bytes [Figure 3-6], followed by SYNC bytes, then with
a message descriptor followed by the actual message data, and ends with CRC bytes.
During the transmission of the preamble bytes the receiver radio synchronizes itself to the
carrier frequency of the incoming signal. From the SYNC bytes the receiver can calculate
the bit offset it needs to reassemble the message with the correct byte alignment. The
message descriptor contains the target, the length of the data and other fields, such as the
identifier of the application layer that needs to be notified on the receiver side. The CRC
bytes are used to verify that the message was not corrupted.
3.4. Overall Research Goals
The primary goal of this project is to implement Time Synchronization both at the
application layer and MAC layer on wireless motes, followed by simulation and
inference from the results. This implementation banks on a thorough background
understanding on the TinyOS and NesC operating environment and the pre-requisites to
make sure the hardware is working properly. Apart from hardware level study,
OMNET++ will be used to implement a basic network that can estimate the various
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parameters of error and propagation delay using the principle of time stamping a message
before transmission.
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Chapter 4 Operating and Programming Environment
4.1. TinyOS Operating System
As discussed before WSN consists ofmany inexpensive, low power and resource
constrained nodes [1]. A basic node consists of a micro controller, set of sensors, energy
source and radio transceiver. These networks follow the principle of "Data Fusion" [1]
where each node in the network aggregates a node's datum until it reaches the final
destination node, which is typically the Base Station (BS) in a real world scenario. From
there the data is passed to a computer for storage and parsing. A key concept of this
project is TinyOS Operating Environment (OE). Due to limited resource of wireless
sensor motes, including power, processing size and cost, an OE with small memory
footprint that is efficient both in power and computation with real time support is
required. TinyOS is very limited but efficient OE as is required by an embedded system.
There is also support for commands as well as interrupts which outline that TinyOS has
an event driven architecture.
As described by U.C.Berkely TinyOS is an Open-Source event driven "real time"
[11] Operating System (OS) for use in low power / limited resource application which
utilize wireless embedded sensor network. TinyOS is a component based OS meaning
that components that are not being used are not included in the compiled program. In
order to preserve energy resources components are initially turned off. TinyOS consists
of an Application Programming Interface (API) framework that provides necessary
system interfaces, a compiler that will produce binaries that run on a multitude of
platform and some additional tools that help to configure sensor motes. TinyOS is
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available in several different packages for Windows/Linux. RPM Packages are made
available for both Operating System as well as installer for windows. In order to install
RPM packages, CYGWTN must already be installed and configured. CYGWIN is
basically a collection of Open Source GNU/Linux tools in an environment that appears
UNIX like to software. This allows many Open Source applications to be installed and
run o a PC running Microsoft Windows.
TinyOS supports a variety of wireless sensor motes and programming interface
board. Depending upon the type of wireless sensor mote a suitable programming board
needs to be used to act as an interface between the computer and the programming mote.
The MIB510 serial board was used as the serial programming board for this project. This
programming board can support MICA, MICA2DOT, MCAZ, MICA sensor boards,
MICA2 with a serial (RS232) programming and data port.
4.2. Basic TinyOS Communication
Mica2 radio stack is a standard means of communication used by all Mica2
motes. This standard means of communication is defined as direct or indirect use of
GenericComm Component. There must be a procedure to log data on to a PC from the
WSN.A conceptual diagram is shown below in figure 4-1
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MOTE 1
MOTE 2
MOTE 3
MOTE 0
MOTE 0 ACTS AS A BASE
STATION
r
-
DATALOGGER
COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
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Figure 4-1 TinyOS Communication
In a WSN each mote can communicate with other motes and also a Base
Station (BS) via direct or indirect links. After the process of data fusion at the BS
data can recorded to a attached computer via a communication medium such as
parallel / serial / Ethernet connection. The MTB510 (Figure 4-2) is used as a
programming board in this project and it uses a serial connection to interface
between the computer and the wireless motes.
Serial
Interface to
laptop -..
Mica2 Dot Interface
Mica2 Interface
ISP JTAG
5V Power
Reset
Figure 4-2 IWIB510 Board
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The MIB510 uses a UART for serial communication with the attached computer
and enables a mote act as its BS when properly programmed. For the Mica2 mote, the
TOSBase application is an example of application, which can forward packets via the
UART. Once after data extraction the resulting data packet can be parsed according to the
data loggers filters. Currently the only official message / packet format is the TOS_MSG
packet format (Figure 4-3)
addr type group length data crc strength ack time
2 1 1 1 <29 2 2 1 2 Bytes I Field
First
List-
Transmitted
Last?
Max data field length
29 bytes
Max transmitted packet
length 36 bytes
Figure 4-3 TOS_MSG packet format in TinyOS
As it can be seen from Figure 4-3 the TOSMSG message format [12] has a
number of fields each having its own importance.
o Addr - Address filed, destination of the packets. The address must be the
destination node id, the reserved broadcast address (OxFFFF) or the UART
address (0x007E). If the address field is the UART address, the data will be
sent directly via UART versus the radio. If the received packet's address is not
the receiving node's ID or the broadcast address, the packet will be dropped.
o Type - Type field specifies which packet handler will be called upon receipt
o Group - Group field, specifies a channel for the motes on the network
o Length - Specifies the length of the data section of the packet
o Data - Contains the data to be transmitted with the packet
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o CRC - CRC field, incrementally calculated as each byte of the packet is
transmitted
o Ack - Used for reliability in the communication stack
o Time - Stores atomic capture of clock
4.3. Programming Environment - NesC
Couple with an efficient Operating Environment must be a corresponding
programming language. Based on C language NesC [13] was designed to embody the
structuring concepts and executes models of TinyOS. It provides very low overhead,
concurrency model and non-blocking operations. NesC is basically a dialect of C
programming language with support for Components. The Components provide and
require Interface and Application written in NesC are wired together using Configuration.
Tasks are typically posted in response to an event and cannot preempt one another, but
can be preempted by other events. Events can run in response to a hardware interrupt or
signaled by a Component. Unlike tasks event can preempt one another. Commands are
called via other Components and run in current execution thread. Execution threads can
be classified in to 2 types [14] - Task Execution Thread and Hardware Event Handler
Execution thread. The high level view of a NesC model is shown below (Figure 4-4)
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Figure 4-4 NesC Model
As seen from the figure above NesC model provides for Interfaces and
Components. As the name suggest Interface [13] provides the only means of
communication between Components. An Interface is defined as a set of command called
by the user of the interface and implemented by the provider of interface. These
commands can be used for group functionality like a split phase operation [Send,
SendDone] or a Standard Control Interface (init, start, and stop). A Component [13] can
either be a configuration or Configuration and a Module together. A Configuration can
"wire up"components and Module consist of code that are executed in response to an
event. Thus an application in NesC consists of a Configuration and a Module.
The naming convention in NesC programming language is very simple. NesC
files have a suffix ". nc",
"C"
stands for Configuration (Ex: Timer , TimerC ) and "M"
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stands for Module ( Ex : Timer , TimerC , TimerM J.The NesC programming model is
shown below in Figure 4-5.
/ /
Clock. nc ClockC.nc TimerM
configura1ionClockC{
}
"
Interface Clock { ClockC
}
Implementation!
}
/ / /
Timer.nc TimerC nc TimerM.nc
Interface Timer { Configu rationTimerC { Module TimerM {
} }
Implementation!
}
}
Implementation {
}
Interface Clock {
Command Resurt_t_SetRate (char interval . char scale):
Event result tfiredQ ;
}
Figure 4-5 NesC Programming model
Interfaces are bi-directional [14] meaning that there is a command which is a
function call requiring service and an event which is a function call notifying completion
of service. Interfaces should be verbs or nouns, in mixed case with the first letter of each
internal word capitalized (e.g. ADC, Range, SendMsg).Components should be nouns, in
mixed case with the first letter of each word capitalized. There are two cases of
Component names; those terminating with an uppercase C and those terminating with an
uppercase M. These are used to distinguish Interfaces from Components and
Configurations from Modules. The upper case C stands for Component and it is used
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distinguish an interface (e.g. Timer) from a Component that provides the Interface (e.g.
TimerC)
Identifier Examples
Interfaces ADC,Range,SendMsg,BombillaLocks
Components
Counter, IntToRfm, IntToRfmM, TimerC,
TimerM
Files
Counter.nc, IntToRfin.nc, IntToRfM.nc
TimerC.nc, TimerM.nc, UARTM.nc
Applications
CntToRfm, Chirp, DemoTracking, TestTimer,
VerifyMicaHW
Commands, Events and Tasks
SendMsg , Output , OutputComplete, put,
putDone
Table 4-1 Identifiers in NesC with corresponding examples
As shown in Table 4-1, the uppercase M stands for Module and this naming
convention is used when a single logical component has both a Configuration and a
Module. File names in NesC should be the name of the type contained within; all NesC
files have ".nc" as a suffix. Applications should be the name of the top-level component,
with trailing Cs removed. If an application tests a piece of TinyOS code, its first word
should be "Test" If an application tests TinyOS hardware, its first word should be
"Verify" If an application was part of a demonstration, its first word should be
"Demo"
Commands, events and tasks should be verbs, in mixed case with the first letter of
each internal word capitalized, with the first letter lowercase. If a command/event pair
forms a split-phased operation, the name of the event should be the command suffixed
with
"Done"
or "Complete". Commands that directly access hardware should be prefixed
with "TOSH
"
and follow the constant naming conventions. Variables should be nouns,
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in mixed case with the first letter of each internal word capitalized, with the first letter
lowercase. They should be descriptive, although temporary and loop variables (e.g. the
ubiquitous i) may be used. Constants should be in all caps, with underscores delimiting
internal words.
4.4. Prerequisites
As highlighted before TinyOS is the Operating Environment that can be installed
on either a machine running windows or Linux and RPM/install package are available for
both the operating system. The installation kit consisted of the following list of items
1 . Crossbow's Smart Dust Seminar CD-ROM
2. Hardware MOTE Kit and Straight trough RS-232 serial port cable or
USB cable to serial converter and hardware driver
3. PC Running Microsoft Windows XP
4. 1GB or more of free space in destination drive and Adobe acrobat PDF
reader
The Crossbow Smart Dust CD-ROM provided an install package for the TinyOS
OE. In order to install the RPM package in windows, CYGWTN must already be installed
and configured. As described before CYGWTN is a collection of Open Source/GNU
Linux tools in an environment that appears UNIX like to software. This facilitates many
Open Source applications to be installed and run on a PC with Microsoft Windows. The
pre-installation checklist in figure projects the information that user must check to
properly install TinyOS. Previous versions of TinyOS and CYGWTN must be uninstalled
before continuing with the latest installation of TinyOS. The installation flow after the
pre-installation checklist is quite straightforward. It requires a log on user with
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administrator privileges and time to complete the installation is approximately 40-90
minutes depending on machine configuration.
The installation utility installs the following set ofcomponents
1. TinyOS and Tools - An event-driven OS for WSN with tools for
debugging
2- NesC - A extension ofX-language designed for TinyOS
3. CYGWTN A Linux-like environment for Windows
4. Java 1.4 JDK - For host PC application and port communications
5. Graphviz - To view files made from docs
6. AVR Tools S/W development tools for Atmel' s AVR processor
Once the installation is complete, the command
"Toscheck"
needs to be executed
on a CYGWIN window and the last line of the compilation should say, "Toscheck
completed without errors". New stable versions of TinyOS are released once every 6-8
weeks and TinyOS RPM are recommended upgrade path in order to upgrade to the latest
version. In order to upgrade to the latest version ofTinyOS using the latest RPM file
1 . Navigate to the "C:\tunyos\cygwin\opt" directory
2. Create a copy of the "tinyos-l.x"folder in this directory. Rename the copy "tinyos-
1.1.0". This folder contains the existing version of TinyOS. It is good practice to
always have a copy of the existing version ofTinyOS before upgrading
3. From the root directory of the CD drive, navigate to the folder
" TinyOS updates"
4. Copy the file
"tinyos-1.1.8Nov2004Cvs-l.cygwin" to the directory
"c:\tunyos\cywin\tmp\". Note that the name will be different depending on what the
release ofTinyOS is
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5. Close any open CYGWTN window, then open a new CYGWTN window
6. In CYGWTN, navigate to the "tmp" directory and to begin upgrade type "rpm ~
nodeps -force -ignores -Uvh
tinyos-1.1.8Nov2004cvs-l.cygwin.noarch.rpm"
7. After the installation is complete we can verify what version ofTinyOS is running by
typing "rpm -qa". The output window looks like Figure 4-6
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Figure 4-6 TinyOS Installation Window
The TinyOS installation provides a few examples/sample codes that have
gathered from various sources and tested.
4.5. Verify the Hardware
The next step was to connect the programming interface board i.e. MIB510 and
test to make sure it can communicate with the PC and MICA2 mote. The java-based
program called
"MicaHWVerify"
verifies that data could be sent to both the programming
board and sensor mote from the computer. The programming board connects to the
computer via serial cable/USB depending on type ofprogramming board. For this project
the MIB510 shown in Figure 4-7, was used as a programming interface board and
MICA2 DOT / MICA2 were used as the wireless sensor motes.
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Figure 4-7 Verify the hardware
The programming board is powered via an external power supply and the sensor
mote is turned offwhile connected to the programming board. A simple program can be
compiled on the motes to verify that they work as expected. Included in the TinyOS root
directory with CYGWTN is an application directory that contains NesC source code for
many programs. One of the basic applications called
"Blink" is a very simple program
that causes the LED on the motes to blink. Because the program has been tested to work
in a correctly configured TinyOS/CYGWTN environment it can be used to isolate
problems. However there are several steps that need to complete before programs can be
loaded on the motes. First an environment variable must be set to define the serial COM
Port to use for communication. This ports baud rate must be set and since the code
generated by included NesC compiler will vary slightly depending on frequency being
used by mote another path variable must be set to address it.
Once these variables are set the program can be compiled in to a binary program
using the command "make
<platform>'''' (Ex: make mica2dot). The compiler produces
output on the console to give feedback on the process and if any error occurs they are
shown with the line of code that generated an error. Once after successful compilation
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without any error messages it must be installed on the mote using the command "make
install<platform>". This procedure also generates output on the console window.
Additionally the programming board has a status LED that light when data is being sent
to the attached mote. The blinking red LED on the mica motes indicated success. This
procedure on the overall is very useful because every piece of software uses same steps to
install a binary program on the mote.
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Chapter 5 Implementing Time Synchronization on Motes
5.1. Basic Synchronization
Once familiarity with TinyOS and NesC was gained, the next step was to
implement a program that can program the motes to blink their LED's at one-second
intervals but in a synchronized manner. The setup for this procedure involved one mote
as a Master and other node as a Slave where Master controls synchronization task. The
Master sends out a message to the Slave once every 10 seconds and when Slave detects
the receipt of the message; it should reset its blinking counter so that LED's on both the
Master and Slave blink together. The overall learning objective was to become more
familiar with NesC and concept of synchronization on wireless sensor motes.
As described in previous chapter, a NesC application consists of one or
more components linked together to form an executable. A component provides and uses
interfaces. These interfaces are the only point of access to the component and are bi
directional. An interface declares a set of functions called commands that the interface
provider must implement and another set of functions called events that the interface user
must implement. For a component to call the commands in an interface, it must
implement the events of that interface. A single component may use or provide multiple
interfaces and multiple instances of the same interface.
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5.1.1 Implementation
As described before there are two types of components in NesC: modules and
configurations. Modules provide application code, implementing one or more interface.
Configurations are used to assemble other components together, connecting interfaces
used by components to interfaces provided by others. This is called wiring. Every NesC
application is described by a top-level configuration that wires together the components
inside. NesC uses the filename extension " . nc"for all source files - interfaces, modules,
and Configurations.
Using TinyOS tutorials [11] as a reference for NesC Operating System basics,
various components were created for the working code of this project. The main
components included in the Basic Synchronization are Main, LedsC, GenericComm,
TimerC, InttoRfm .The LedsC module provides the control over the mica2dote such
initialization, turning LED on or OFF and toggling the LED. The TimerC module
provides the timer mechanism and GenericComm module provides the capability to send
and receive message using the mote's built radio communication capabilities.
5.1.1.1 Implementation ofMaster Module
A custom module called MasterM was built using the above components and
programmed in to the Master mote. This mote was used to control the Slave mote. The
Master module was created with timer to fire every 1 second and when the timer was
fired the LED was toggled using LedsC component and internal counter was incremented
using the TimerC component. When the counter reached a value of ten, a message was
sent out to the Slave mote. The Master module configuration is shown in Figure 5-1
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Figure 5-1 MasterModule Configuration
The InttoRfm2 module performs the sending of a packet by interfacing with the
GenericComm module as shown below. In summary the output function constructs a
packet using a message structure containing data pointers to the given integer value and
sender address. Then the built in radio broadcasting capabilities of a wireless sensor mote
is used to broadcast the packet to the network. Figure5-2 depicts the InttoRfm2
configuration.
IntOutput
StdControl StdControl
Figure 5-2 InttoRfm2 Module configuration
implementation
{
bool pending;
TOS_Msg data;
command result_t StdControl.init() {
pending = FALSE;
return call SubControl.init();
}
command resultt StdControl.start()
{
return call SubControl.start();
}
command result t StdControl. stopQ
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return call SubControl.stopO;
command resultt IntOutput.output(uintl6_t value)
{
IntMsg *message = (IntMsg *)data.data;
if (!pending)
{
pending = TRUE;
message->val = value;
atomic {
message->src = TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS;
}
if (call Send.send(TOS_BCAST_ADDR, sizeof(IntMsg), anddata))
return SUCCESS;
pending = FALSE;
}
return FAIL;
>
event resultt Send.sendDonefTOSMsgPtr msg, resultt success)
{
if (pending andand msg == anddata)
{
}
pending = FALSE;
signal IntOutput.outputComplete(success);
return SUCCESS;
}
Table 5-1 Master Module Code
Now with the implementation of Master complete, the NesC representation of
Slave will be written. The Slave must perform the same timing and LED blinking
function as the Master. The only difference being that Slave must be able to accept the
synchronized message and reset its timer upon receipt of the message.
5.1.1.2 Implementation of Slave Module
As in Master module, the Slave module needed interface SingleTimer and LedsC
module, however GenericComm module could be used directly to receive a packet from
the Master. The SingleTimer interface causes a fire event each second when the Leds
interface is used to blink a LED on the mote. The ReceiveMsg interface is used to accept
a synchronization message from Master, when the Slave will reset its timer.
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Figure 5-3 Slave Module Configuration
The Slave module configuration is shown Figure 5-3.The code for the slave
module is shown in the table below table 5-2
module SlaveM {
provides interface StdControl;
uses {
interface Timer;
interface ReceiveMsg as ReceivelntMsg;
interface Leds;
interface StdControl as CommControl;
}
>
implementation {
int i=0;
command result_t StdControl.init() {
call Leds.init();
return call CommControl.init();
}
command resultt StdControl.startO {
call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 1000);
return call CommControl.start();
}
command resultt StdControl.stopO {
return call CommControl.stop();
>
event TOS_MsgPtr ReceiveIntMsg.receive(TOS_MsgPtr m) {
IntMsg "message = (IntMsg *)m->data;
//callIntOutput.ourput(message->val);
call Leds.yellowToggleO;
i=1000000;
while(i){
i=i;
i-;}
i=l 000000;
while(i){
i=i;
i=i+l;
i=i-l;
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call Leds.yellowToggleO;
call Timer.stopO;
call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 1010);
call Leds.greenOffO;
return m;
}
event result_t Timer.firedO
{
call Leds.greenToggle();
return SUCCESS;
}
!
Table 5-2 Slave Module Code
As it can be seen from the slave code, when the timer event fires each second the
yellow LED on the wireless mote is flashed. When the slave received a message from the
Master through its ReceiveMsg interface, it stops and restarts one-second periodicity
timer. Some waiting busy work is performed and the mote blue LED is flashed to alert
the user of a synchronized packet was received. For proper synchronization the
Timer.Start () function should be passed 1000ms, however an extra 10ms was added to
demonstrate that motes was indeed functioning properly; the Slave's LED should blink
with master mote before slowly drifting out of synchronization until a new packet is
received.
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5.2. Estimate Offset andDrift
The objective of this section was to estimate offset and drift between two motes.
One method to estimate offset and drift was to pass time stamping information from one
node to another node. The time stamping information inserted by the master node could
either be Application layer time stamp or MAC layer time stamp. The objective of this
implementation is to show why MAC layer time stamp has better performance and less
delay than Application layer time stamp that is primarily because of application layer
processing activities.
5.2.1 Application Layer Timestamp
The code from the Master node was modified from previous development such
that it inserted an application-layer time stamp to each outgoing packet. The receiver
must estimate the delay from the time Master time stamped its own time to the moment
that it is able to timestamp the reception ofpacket. As mentioned there are several events
that contribute to this latency.
As discussed in chapter 1, the four main sources of time synchronization error
are the send time, access time, propagation time, and receive time. The send time is the
time for the sender to construct the message, and includes operating system overhead and
processor delays. It also includes the time to transfer the message to the hardware
network interface. Access time is the delay incurred waiting for access to the
transmission medium. This varies depending on the specific network-layer protocol used,
and whether it is contention based. Propagation time is the actual transmit time across the
medium. This is typically very small for wireless networks, but is dominant in wide-area
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networks where it may include queuing and switching delays through routers. The last
source of error is the receive time, which is the amount of time to transfer the incoming
message from the network interface to the receive processor. This time can be
significantly reduced if the message arrival time is time stamped at a low level in the
stack.
Application layer timestamp can be inserted in to an outgoing packet using 2
methods that achieves 2 types of accuracy.
Millisecond accuracy - Uses InterfaceTime and TimeUtil to obtain system time
and insert it in to message that is being transmitted
Microsecond accuracy - Uses InterfaceSysTime and Configuration SysTimeC for
more accurate time stamps
The Master code from the basic synchronization was enhanced to count every ten
seconds, and then transmit a message to the Slave with the current time stamp. This part
of the code was identical to basic synchronization; the only difference was in the contents
of the message (in this case timestamp). The SysTimeC module with the get32 function
was used to capture 32-bit time value, which as then inserted in to message payload.
The code for the enhanced Master module is shown below in table 5-3.
includes MasterMsg;
moduleMasterM {
provides {
interface StdControl;
>
uses {
interface Timer;
interface Leds;
interface SysTime;
interface SendMsg as Send;
interface StdControl as CommControl;
}
}
implementation {
// Set interval for 1 0 second packet transmission
enum {
MAX INTERVAL = 10
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uint8_t interval = 0;
TOSMsg msg;
// Step 1 : init
//-
command result_t StdControl. init() {
call Leds.init();
return call CommControl. init();
//
// Step 2: start the timer
//
command result_t StdControl. startO {
// Start a repeating timer that fires every 1000 ms
call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 1000);
return call CommControl.start();
>
//
// Step 3 : stop the timer
//
command resultt StdControl.stopO {
call Timer.stopO;
return call CommControl.stop();
//
// Timer.fired
// When Timer.fired event occurs, increment interval counter.
// When MAXINTERVAL is reached, send message with time stamp,
// and toggle the red LED.
//
event resultt Timer.firedO
{
//pack theMasterMsg in to the data field ofmsg.data
MasterMsg *m = (MasterMsg *)msg.data;
// increment the interval
interval++;
if (interval=MAX_INTERVAL) {
interval = 0;
m->src = OxBEBA;
m->error = OxDEADBEEF;
m->recv_time = OxODDOFOFl;
m->send_time = call SysTime.gefTime32(); /** application layer time stamp **/
call Send.send(TOS_BCAST_ADDR, sizeof(MasterMsg), andmsg));
// Toggle LED
call Leds.redToggle(),
}
return SUCCESS;
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//.
// Send.sendDone
//
event resultt Send.sendDone(TOS_MsgPtr msgPtr, resultt success)
return SUCCESS;
Table 5-3 Code for the enhanced Master module
The Slave uses linear regression technique to predict the Masters time stamp.
This predicted timestamp is then compared to the received Master time to identify the
offset and error between Master and Slave. Linear Regression is a method of estimating
conditional expected value of one variable given the value of some other variable or
variables. In our reference the desired output of linear regression calculation is predicted
Master time and given value is Slave time. The algorithm used calculates the best-fit
linear line from the first ten received Master times. The Slave then uses this line to
estimate the relationship between future slave timestamps and predicted Master time.
The code for the enhanced Slave module is shown below in table 5-4.
includes MasterMsg;
includes ErrorMsg;
module SlaveM {
provides {
interface StdControl;
}
uses {
interface Timer;
interface Leds;
interface StdControl as CommControl;
interface ReceiveMsg as ReceiveMasterMsg;
interface SendMsg as SendErrorMsg;
interface SysTime;
}
>
implementation {
// Set number ofpackets to 10
enum {
NUM PACKETS =10
// Initialize variables such as Master Time, Slave Time, Tos_Msg Msg and other
// variables for calculating offset and drift
TOS_Msg msg;
double xsum;
double ysum;
double xy sum;
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double x_avg = 0;
double y_avg = 0;
double a = 0;
double b = 0;
uint32_t mtime[NUM_PACKETS];
uint32j stime[NUM_PACKETS];
uint8_t curr_packet = 0;
uint8_t predict;
// Step 1 : init
//
command resultt StdControl.initO {
atomic {
curr_packet = 0;
predict = FALSE;
}
call Leds.init();
return call CommControl.initO;
//
// Step 2: start
//
command resultt StdControl.start() {
// toggle Led at 2 sec rate until 1 0 packets are received
call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 2000);
return call CommControl.start();
>
//
//Step 3: stop
//
command resultt StdControl.stop() {
call Timer.stopO;
return call CommControl.stopO;
>
//.
// Timer.fired
//-
event result_t Timer.fired()
{
call Leds.redToggle();
return SUCCESS;
}
//
// CompOffsetAndDrift
//.
task void CompOffsetAndDrift()
{
uint8_t i;
struct ErrorMsg *e = (struct ErrorMsg *)msg.data;
x_sum = 0;
y_sum = 0;
for (i=0; i<NUM_PACKETS; i++) {
x_sum += mtime[i];
ysum += stime[i];
}
x_avg = x_sum /NUMJACKETS ;
y avg = y sum /NUM PACKETS;
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x_sum = 0;
y_sum = 0;
xy_sum = 0;
for (i=0; i<NUM_PACKETS; i++) {
x_sum += (mtime[i] - x_avg)*(mtime[i] - x_avg);
y_sum += (stime[i] - y_avg)*(stime[i] - y_avg);
xy sum += (mtime[i] - x_avg)*(stime[i] - y_avg);
b = xy_sum / x_sum;
a = y_avg - b * x_avg;
//Debuggingmessage
e->src = 3 ;
e->error = a;
e->predict_time = b;
e->recvjime = stime[0];
e->send_time = mtime[0];
call SendErrorMsg.send(TOS_BCAST_ADDR, sizeof(structErrorMsg), andmsg);
//.
/**
* Reset the bcast_pending flag to 0 ifpmsg was sent successfully
* @return Returns the value of 'status'
**/
//
event resultj SendEirorMsg.sendDone(TOSJvlsgPtr pmsg, result t status) {
return SUCCESS;
>
//
// ReceiveMasterMsg.receive
// -
event TOS_MsgPtr ReceiveMasterMsg.receive(TOS_MsgPtrm) {
MasterMsg "message = (MasterMsg *)m->data;
struct ErrorMsg *e = (struct ErrorMsg *)msg.data;
double master_time, slave_time;
double predict_time, predict_error;
atomic {
/**
* getTime32() - This method returns the current time.
* getStampO - Returns the time stamp of the last received message. This
* method should be called when the ReceiveMsg.receiveO is fired.
* The returned value contains the 32-bit local timewhen the message
* was received.
**/
// Ifusing regression model for prediction, for future transmissions
// program the slave to use the parameters of line to predict sender time
// given the received timestamp.
if(predict==TRUE) {
slave_time = call SysTime.gefTime32(); /** application layer time stamp **/
master_time = message->send_time;
predicttime = (slave_time - a) / b;
predict_error = predicttime - master_time;
// Define Error message
e->src = 0;
e->error = predict_error;
e->predict time = predict time;
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e->recv_time = slave_time;
e->send_time =mastertime;
call SendErrorMsg.send(TOS_BCAST_ADDR, sizeof(struct ErrorMsg), andmsg);
// toggle Led at 1 sec rate after 10 packets are received
call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 1000);
}
// Else still building regression model
else {
curr_packet++;
if(curr_packet<=NUM_PACKETS) {
stime[curr_packet-l] = call SysTime.getTime32(); /** application layer time stamp **/
mtime[curr_packet- 1 ] = message->send_time ;
//Define debugging message
e->src = 2;
e->error = curr_packet;
e->predict_time = 0;
e->recv_time = stime[curr_packet-l];
e->send_time =mtime[curr_packet-l];
call SendErrorMsg.send(TOSJBCAST_ADDR, sizeof(struct ErrorMsg), andmsg);
// Once 10 packets are received, do calculation for offset and drift
if (cunjacket ==NUM_PACKETS) {
post CompOffsetAndDriftO;
predict = TRUE;
}
}
Table 5-4 Code for the enhanced Slave module
In order to verify the Master was communicating properly to the slave and the
slave was predicting the Masters time correctly a third mote was used as a Base Station
(BS) and connected to a computer via MIB510 serial interface. This additional node was
configured to receive messages from both the Master and Slave nodes and forward it to
the computer for further processing.
The program listen.java was used to display received messages from the
computer's serial interface to the screen. The information gathered from the computer
screen was copied to a text file so that it can be plotted using Mat lab or any other tool. A
third mote was uses as Base Station to receive the packets from both Master and Slave,
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display and log them on to a PC. There are several ways that received packets can be
parsed so that data from individual fields within the message frame could be plotted.
First method attempted was to use Timeerror.java program to receive packets
from base mote, parse date and write data to a test file. The data written to the text file
can be read by application such as MATLAB and then plotted. The second possible
method for parsing data is to utilize Message Interface Generator (MIG) and write a
custom java application. The time error routine previously descried utilized this MIG
tool. The MIG tool is used to automatically generate java classes that correspond to
active message types. MIG reads the STRUCT definition of a message in a given
application and generate java classes for each message type based on that definition. This
makes packing and unpacking fields in message easier. IfMIG is used, message does not
need to be parsed inside java application.
The third possible is to use listen program to copy raw packets sent to the screen
and parse data manually. The simulation carried out in this project followed this trend
and the raw packets sent to the screen by the listen program were copied to a text file and
parsed by hand. The following table 5.5 illustrates the raw data and the fields contained
within a message received from the Slave node:
Dest
Address
HandlerlD GroupID Msg
Length
Source
addr
Predicted
error
Predicted
time
Receive time Master time
FFFF 04 7D 12 00 00 00 00 B0 C3 74 ED E8 4C 70 A5 3B 05 00 6D 47 07
Table 5-5 Raw data and fields contained within a message from slave node
It is important to note that the data is sent by the node little-endian format. For
example x07 is the MSB in the Master time field above and xOO is the LSB. The byte
swapping and field separation was done by hand using a text editor. A Mat lab program
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was created to read in the parsed text and plot the information. One important thing to
note is that a data conversion needs to be done by Mat lab before a plot can be generated.
The predicted error and the predicted time are both represented as a single precision IEEE
hexadecimal string, while the receive time and master times are simply represented as
hexadecimal strings. Both data types need to be converted to numbers before a plot can
be generate.
Figure 5-4 describes the drift calculated by Slave node which is the predicted
Master time minus the actual Master time. It can be seen that as the time stamp increases
the curve of the slope is downwards. This indicates that the Master node has a higher
clock frequency then the Slave node. The slope of the curve would be positive if the roles
of the node are switched.
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Figure 5-4 Drift calculated by slave node
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In order to better understand the time synchronization process a graph (figure 5-5)
was plotted to illustrate the relationship between Master times, Slave time and predicted
Master time. Each figure represents the same data on different time scales. However from
the graph it can be clearly seen that the predicted Master time does not exactly match the
actual Master time but the prediction is very close.
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Figure 5-5 Predict Time versus Receive versus Send time
The varying offset of the Slave's receiving timestamp also provides insight to the
random latency present in communications between the Master and Slave. Figure 5-6
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illustrates the offset with respect to the time step. The plot is normalized with respect to
the average delta between messages received by the Slave node.
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Figure 5-6 Offset versus Time
The accuracy of the application layer time stamping is ~HDs on the Mica
platform. Least square linear regression is used to account for the clock drifts which
results in 7.4Ds average error between two motes after a 60 second interval and 5Ds
TimeStamping precision on the Mica2 platform, mainly due to the higher bit-rate of the
radio. The resulting average errors for a single hop case for two nodes were 29.1 Ds for
the proposed application layer time stamping algorithm.
5.2.2 MAC Layer Timestamp
One major problem that can be observed with Application layer time stamp is that
there is a certain medium of delay between send and receive that is a result of application
layer processing. Time Stamping time synchronous packets before they are transmitted
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means that the by them time the packet is transmitted through air it is already out of date
as far as sender is concerned. The solution to this problem is to use MAC layer time
stamping function included in NesC libraries. Since MAC layer time stamping functions
was handled lower in stack level by hardware it was expected to provide a more accurate
consistent time stamp. Application layer time stamp in subject to more vulnerability since
it is processor dependent which may be handling other tasks at the moment timer expires
and message is supposed to be sent.
By using lower layer time stamp, the time gets inserted just prior to the message
being transmitted. This should remove processor variability from total error. This part of
implementation uses SysTimeStampingC module to generate time stamp within the
module. AddStamp function adds a timestamp to the next message set by the radio
transmission. The 32-bit timestamp, which represents the mote local time, then gets
inserted in to the payload of the message. The reciprocal function on the receiver side
does the same in reverse and it will record the clock time on mote at exact time packet
reaches MAC layer of the mote. These system level abilities were incorporated in to the
implementation for time synchronization used in application layer time stamping thus
providing motes with true time synchronization capabilities.
Similar to application layer time synchronization, Listen.java program was used
to display messages that Master and Slave nodes exchange in order to study the statistics
of offset and delay. More importantly this part of implementation also used to theory of
Linear Regression in order to predict receive time of time synchronous packets. This
combined with MAC layer time stamping functions, provided the foundation of Time
Synchronization that improves exponentially over time.
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As it obvious from figure 5-7 the local time of the receiver approximates closer
and closer to the actual time of sender and prediction error becomes even smaller. This
two-fold improvement is what causes increasingly accurate results found via least squares
linear regression MAC layer time synchronization method.
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Similar to Application layer time stamping a graph was plotted to illustrate
relationship between actual Master times, Slave time and predicted Master time. From the
figure 5-8 we can infer that the prediction appears very close to the actual time.
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Figure 5-8 Predict Time vs. Receive vs. Send time
The MAC layer time stamping algorithm uses a fine-grained clock, MAC layer
time stamping with several jitter-reducing techniques to achieve high precision. This
approach eliminates the send, access, interrupt handling, encoding, decoding and receive
time errors, but does not compensate for the propagation time. Multiple timestamps with
linear regression are used to estimate clock skew and offset. The average error of the
algorithm for a single hop case using two nodes was 1.48Ds.
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5.2.3 Comparative Study of simulations
The results from section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 are plotted on the same graph so that a
better comparison could be made. The figure 5-9 below illustrates the error readings for
both sections.
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Figure 5-9 MAC Layer Vs Application layer Timestamp Error
Similarly, the offsets from both these sections were plotted on the same figure to provide
insight to any differences in offset as shown in Figure 5-10.
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It can be seen from figures above that the error from 5.2.1 increased faster than
the error from lab 5.2.2. The MAC layer time stamp used in 5.2.2 provided a more
accurate time estimate. The error from 5.2.1 also had more jitter when compared to the
error from 5.2.2. The offset from both these sections were similar. Thus the MAC layer
time stamping has a higher degree of precision since it uses multiple timestamps with
linear regression to estimate clock skew and offset and a fine-grained clock .It also
eliminates the send, access, interrupt handling, encoding, decoding and receive time
errors, but does not compensate for the propagation time.
5.3. Problems Encountered
One another objective of this research was to work with a new simulation
environment to help speed up development. Several computer simulation environments
exist that can give results for sensor networks built with type of nodes that this project
was investigating. These aim to take code written for the sensor platform and either
through hardware emulation or some other means, produce the same or similar output
that should be produced by the nodes themselves. The simulation tools also give
information about timing and transmission delays.
For this project, we attempted to use NesCT and Omnet-H- to provide a
simulation environment for our code. Omnet-H- is a simulation environment that uses
C++ to describe sensor networks and programs on the nodes in the networks. It provides
graphical representations of the networks and the data being sent between nodes as well
as text based output for timing issues and actual data being transmitted by the sensor
nodes. NesCT is a tool that allows code written for TinyOS applications to be simulated
in Omnet++ by creating Omnet++ compatible C++ classes from NesC code.
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NesCT itselfhas several drawbacks and issues that impede its use. A precompiled
Windows binary is provided, but for any other platform, it must be compiled from source
code. Fortunately, since Cygwin is running in Windows, it can run any Windows
program, including the provided NesCT binary. However, for different reasons on each
platform, there were errors during compilation. The program did not compile on Cygwin,
Linux, or Mac OS X. Another big drawback was that NesCT is not aware of any path
variables, so if a program has any dependencies, they must be copied to a
"components"
subdirectory of the directory that the source is in. There were also some problems with
the existing libraries, both NesCT specific ones and generic TinyOS ones used in every
piece of code we wrote. The TinyOS module "SysTimeStampingM" could not be
converted, because NesCT complained that there was an error in it. However, the
compiler included with TinyOS did not have a problem compiling this code.
Additionally, there were some problems with Omnet++. The Omnet++ team, like
the TinyOS team, had a Windows installer available. There were not any problems
setting up the software, but one of the
"features"
of the Windows version of the software
proved to be a major hindrance. Omnet++ can generate make files that compilers use to
generate code that can be simulated in Omnet++. However, the Windows version
generates make files that can be used by Microsoft Visual Studio, but not by open source
compilers like gcc. Because Cygwin uses gcc to compile code, there was a problem.
Fortunately, the Omnet++ source code was very easy to compile and set up, and did not
result in any problems. The command
"Oppnmakemake"
generates makefile that gcc
can read and use. The only requirement for this functionality is that the Omnet++/bin/
directory be included in the path variable.
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It was at this point that another problem with this simulation solution
became apparent. Once NesCT generated C++ code and Omnet++ generated a make file,
the GNU make command can be used to start compiling the code with gcc. However, gcc
could not compile one of the source files included in the NesCT libraries, a file called
tossim.cc. This problem, combined with the earlier problem that NesCT had with
converting SysTimeStampingM to a C++ class, prevented us from using these simulation
tools.
Another objective of this project of this project was to study the behavior of time
synchronization on USB based TelosB motes and several problems were encountered in
this process. The root cause of most of them was related to the USB-based TelosB motes
and Java incompatibilities with that interface. Although the motes were extremely simple
to use and worked quite well, the Cygwin platform that many TinyOS interfaces rely on
requires Java to work properly, which was unable to communicate with a USB-connected
mote; other applications shared this same difficulty, including the
"Listen"
program.
After some research into the issue, it was found that a Java add-in was required to do
USB operations, but the details were hazy and we were unable to download and install
what was needed. Addition research into this issue and posts to manufacturer support
boards were also of no help and no useful responses were received.
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 were thus quite difficult to perform with this issue, since
the TimeUtil, TimeStamping, and SysTimeStampingC interfaces, among several others,
relied upon Cygwin as mentioned above. A TimeStamping algorithm using these
interfaces was fully implemented, however it refused to compile for a TelosB mote,
however it compiled successfully with Micas. To avoid these interfaces, a timer-based
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TimeStamping algorithm was implemented; unfortunately, the 32-bit internal timers
available through this method can only achieve millisecond accuracy, not the
microsecond accuracy.
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Chapter 6 Basic Simulation using OMNET++
6.1. Introduction
OMNET++ is a public open source, component based, modular and open
architecture simulation environment with strong GUI support and embedded simulation
kernel. Like OPNET, its primary application area is the simulation of communication
networks and because of its generic and flexible architecture. It has been successfully
used in other areas like simulation IT systems, queuing networks, hardware architecture
and business processes as well. OMNET++ is rapidly becoming a popular simulation
platform in scientific community as well as industrial settings. Several open source
simulation models have been published in the field of Internet simulation (IP, IPV6 etc)
mobility and ad hoc simulation and other areas. OMNET++ is free for academic and non
profit which makes it a good tool for student research and simulation.
OMNET++ primary application area is simulation of communication network but
because of its generic and flexible architecture it is successfully used in simulation of
complex IT systems as well. OMNET++ provides component architecture for models.
Components (modules) are programmed in C++ and then assembled in to larger
components and models using a high level NED.OMNET++ support reusability of
models and have extensive GUI support. Due to its modular architecture and simulation
kernel/models can be embedded easily in to an application.
OMNET++ has been designed for both UNIX systems and Windows 32 thus
making it a great choice for those familiar with Microsoft Visual Studio and command
line C++, Visual Basic and C programming language. While both versions are very
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similar and alike at this time, UNIX version is much more up to date and complex. The
UNIX version was created in 1998 by Andras Varga at the Technical University of
Budapest, Department ofTelecommunication (BME - HIT).
OMNET++ was actually named after the creator's university professor called
OMNET written in object Pascal. Since many networks such as NS-2 and GlobalSim the
creator decided that first version of OMNET++ be in UNIX too. OMNET++ was
rewritten later when necessity for a network simulator in windows 32 arouse.
6.1.1 Designing a basic model to learn Omnet++
Since most communication networks are the common applications ofOMNET++,
a network example that consists of 2 nodes where one node will create a packet and other
node will pass the packet was designed. The 2 nodes will then keep passing the packet
back and forth. This network is called as TicToc network and is described in detail in the
OMNET++ tutorials and was used as a baseline model upon which our model was built.
Taking the TicToc model as a baseline, a topology as shown in table 6 was
created that describes the network nodes and links between them. The easiest way to do
this is to create a couple of *.ned files, one for each module and one for the network that
includes all simple modules. For our case we have mynetl.ned and 2 modules. The
generator module (with an associated description file genl.ned) and a sink module
(sinkl.cpp), which simply has the role of destroying, received messages. The Ned files
can be created using any text editor.
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// This file is the network description
import "genl"; // imports all the code from genl.ned file , alternatively, for simple examples, you can
// put the code in gen.ned at the top of the netl .ned file
import "sinkl"; // imports all the code from smkl.ned file
module Network 1 //declare network objectNetwork 1
submodules:
first: Generator; //one instance of the Generatormodule object;
// The Generatormodule object is declared
// in genl.ned as a simple module object
parameters:
number_rand = input, // the number ofmessages and the probability will be
// Specified at runtime (or from the config file)
prob = input;
sink: Sink;
connections:
first.out > sink.in;
endmodule
network my_netl : Network 1
endnetwork
Table 6-1 Simple Network Description
A closer look at the modules in table 6-1 reveals matching names that is
Network 1 for compound module that represents the network, Generator and Sink for the
simple modules. The network description in the end of file associates the name of file
mynetl with the name of object module Network l.In network description, sub modules
are declared as
o First: Generator where first is the name of the module as it will appear in
the network and Generator is the object module which was declared in
genl.ned
o Sink: Sink where Sink is the name of the module as it will appear in
network and Sink is the object module which was declared in Sinkl.ned
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We could have multiple instance of an object Generator / Sink as show below in table 6-2
first: Generator;
parameters:
numberrand = input,
prob = input;
second: Generator; //second instance for the Generatormodule object;
parameters:
numberrand = input,
prob = input;
sink: Sink2;
connections:
first.out > sink.inl;
second.out > sink.in2;
Table 6-2: Multiple Instances ofGenerator
However in this case the Sink module must have gates one for each generator and
cannot multiple inputs in one gate. A visual representation shown of my_netl.net is
shown below in figure 6-1. OMNET++ has built in graphics edit to edit newly created
*.ned files ifnecessary.
Fie Edit View Draw Options Help
pics y|Eij * rfeR|xlP|B|[jg|i1
_ i__ nedfile Untitled
E
__j
nedfile my_net1 ned
0 =] nedfile my_net2.ned
Ready
Figure 6-1 Visual Representation of the network
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The next step is to add functionality to the above model and a cpp file for each
module type. The name of the cpp file should be identical to the corresponding Ned file
that is genl.ned -> genl.cpp and sinkl.ned -> sinkl.cpp
The Generator simple module type shown in table 6-3 is represented by C++ class
Generator that has to be classed from cSimpleModule and registered with OMNET++
DefineModule () macro. We need to redefine one single function from cSimpleModule:
activity () and this function needs to be interrupted so that it does not run continuously.
This interruption is achieved by introducing wait (). While wait () the module passes the
control to the simulation kernel and other modules may be allowed to run the code. The
functionality of the network was as follows:
o The file would get input parameter from the configuration file that is prob
and number_rand which are then used to determine packet type (with
probability prob that the generated packet is a data packet) and number of
packets that needs to be generated
o The packets are generated every int_arr seconds which was fixed at 120
seconds and type of packet (voice or data was encoded in the packet) and
sent out via
"out"
gate
//genl.cpp code
// This file implements functionality for the generatormodule
#include <omnetpp.h>
class Generator : public cSimpleModule
{
// This is a macro; it expands to constructor definition
Module_Class_Members(Generator, cSimpleModule, 8192);
// The following redefined virtual function implements the module functionality.
Virtual void activityO;
>;
// The module class needs to be registered with OMNeT++
DefineModule(Generator);
void Generator::activityO
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const iatime = 120;
double temp;
int num_pkts = par("number_rand");
double pi = par("prob"); for (int i=0; i<num_pkts; i++)
{
// create message
cMessage *msg = new cMessage("packet");
temp = (double)rand()/RAND_MAX; if (temp < pi)
{
ev "Generate data packet\n"; msg -> setKind(l);
}
else
{
ev "Generate voice packet\n";
msg -> setKind(O); }
send(msg,"out");wait((double)ia_time);
Table 6-3 Functionality ofGenerator module
The Sinkl.cpp shown in table 6-4 simply receives a message, test for packet type
and prints a message regarding the type and then deletes the packet. The receive ()
function is used here along with a function providing a break in infinite loop.
// The following redefined virtual function implements themodule functionality.
virtual void activityO; } ; // Themodule class needs to be registeredwith OMNeT++
DefineModule(Sink);
void Sink::activityO
while(l)
cMessage *msg = receiveO;
int pkt_type = msg -> kind();
if(pkt_type==l)
ev "Received data packetvn"; ev "Received voice packet\n";
else
delete msg;
}
Table 6-4 Functionality of Sink module
The make file needs to be generated so that we can compile and link the program
to create executable for my_examplel. In the command window the following sequence
of commands need to be type to create a makefile
o Oppnmakemake -f
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o nmake -fMakefile.vc depend
o namake-fMakefile.vc
Before the executable can be started, a configuration file Omnetpp.ini should
address the simulation what network to simulate and what parameters we would like to
pass to the model etc. A sample file is shown in table 6-5
# This file is shared by all network descriptions
# Lines beginning with
' #'
are comments
[General]
preload-ned-files=* .ned
network=Networkl
[Parameters ]
my_netl . first . number_rand = 10;
my_netl . first .prob = 0.5;
Table 6-5 Sample Omnetpp.ini file
6.1.2 Enhancing the basic model
Connections can be assigned three parameters, which facilitate the modeling of
communication networks, but can be useful for other models too.
o Propagation delay (seconds) - The propagation delay is the amount of
time the arrival of the message is delayed by when it travels through the
channel. Propagation delay is specified in seconds
o Bit error rate (errors/bit) - Has influence on the transmission ofmessages
through the channel, and is the probability that a bit is incorrectly
transmitted. Thus the probability that a message of n bits length is
transferred without errors is P (no bit error) = (1 - ber) length
o Data rate (bits/second) - Is used for transmission delay calculation. The
sending time of the message normally corresponds to the transmission of
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the first bit, and the arrival time of the message corresponds to the
reception of the last bit as shown in figure 6-2
Transmission
Delay
Propogation Delay
"V.
B
..& Message
Arrival
Figure 6-2 Message Transmission
Each of these parameters is optional. Taking the model built in previous example
as a baseline a new model is now created that involves small network with generator and
a sink module. The sink module acts as a destination node and the connection between
nodes is prone to errors and it is subject to random transmission delays. Since the packets
are delayed, some of the packets are lost. The goal of this model is to collect statistics on
error rate and delay time. In order to estimate these statistics the generator module uses
principle ofTimeStamping a message every time it sends out a message. The sink would
then receive this message; compare the timestamp of message against the current
timestamp in order to estimate the delay.
The Generator 1 module (object) from the previous implementation will be
unchanged and the connection properties to the sink module will be modified.
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// This file is the network description
import "gen 1 " ; // imports all the code from gen 1 .ned file , alternatively, for simple examples, you can
// put the code in gen.ned at the top of the netl.ned file
import "sink3"; // imports all the code from sinkl.ned file
module Network3 //declare network objectNetwork 1
submodules:
first: Generator; //one instance of the Generatormodule object;
// The Generatormodule object is declared
// in gen 1 .ned as a simple module object
parameters:
number_rand = input, // the number ofmessages and the probability will be
// Specified at runtime (or from the config file)
sink: Sink3;
connections:
first.out > error le-2 exponential (5) --> sink.in;
endmodule
network my_net3 : Network3
endnetwork
Table 6-6 Network description
As seen from table 6-6 , the connection properties between generator and sink
have a bit error rate probability and a transmission error delay that is exponentially
distributed with mean = 5 seconds. The genl.ned and sink3.ned remain same from
previous implementation.
Now in order to define the network topology we must add functionality to both
generator and sink module, which will be achieved with help of a *.CPP file. The
genl.cppmodule is shown below in table 6-7. As before the generator simple module type
is represented by C+ class Generator and is sub classed from cSimpleModule and
registered in OMNET++ with DefineMacro (). One simple function from
cSimpleModule activity () will be redefined and this activityO function needs to be
interrupted by the function wait() , otherwise it will run continuously. The generator
module with activity () function shall create a new message of type cMessage and set its
packet length to 100 bits. If no packet length is set, the packet is assumed to be of zero
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length and function introduces errors. The message is then time stamped with the
SimTime () and wait() function then passes the control to the simulation time.
//genl.cpp code
//This file implements functionality for the generator module
#include <omnetpp.h>
class Generator : public cSimpleModule
{
// This is a macro; it expands to constructor definition
Module_Class_Members(Generator, cSimpleModule, 8192);
// The following redefined virtual function implements the module functionality.
Virtual void activityO;
};
// The module class needs to be registered with OMNeT++
DefineModule(Generator);
void Generator::activityO
{
const iatime = 120;
double temp;
int num_pkts = par("number_rand");
for (int i=0; i<num_pkts; i++)
{
// create message
cMessage *msg = new cMessage("packet");
msg->setLength(100); //we set a packet length of 100 bits (if no packet length is set, the packet is
msg->setTimestamp(simTime()); //create time stamp for the message
send(msg,
"out" );
wait((double)ia_time);
Table 6-7 Functionality ofEnhanced Generator module
The Sink3.cpp shown below in table 6-8 must collect statistics for received
packets. First it checks for packet errors and if in error displays a error message package
lost and then updates statistics for packet lost. Then it checks delay experienced by the
packet and updates statistics for delays. The Sink3 simple module is represented by C++
class Sink3 and subclasses from cSimpleModule and registered in OMNET++ with
Define_macro() macro. In order to collect statistics on min, max, mean and standard
deviation the cStdDev can be used. The function handlemessage () can be used by
simulation kernel when module receives a message. The finish () function is called when
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simulation terminates successfully. Typical uses of finish () is recording statistics
collected during simulation.
// This file implements functionality for the very simple sink module
#include <omnetpp.h>
class Sink3: public cSimpleModule
{
Module_Class_Members(Sink3, cSimpleModule, 0); // This is a macro; it expands to constructor definition.
cStdDev delayStats;
cStdDev errStats;
virtual void handleMessage(cMessage *msg);
virtual void finishO;
};
Define_Module(Sink3); // The module class needs to be registered with OMNeT++
void Sink3 : :handleMessage(cMessage *msg)
{
bool b;
double delay;
b = msg->hasBitErrorO;
if(b)
{
bubble("Packet lost!");
errStats.collect(l);
}
else
{
errStats.collect(O);
delay = simTime()-msg->timestampO;
delayStats.collect(delay);
}
delete msg;
}
void Smk3::finish()
{
ev"Average delay time:" delayStats.mean() endl;
ev"Maximum delay time:" delayStats.max() endl;
ev"Std. dev for delay time: " delayStats.stddevO endl;
ev"Average Packet Error Rate:" erTStats.mean() endl;
ev"Std. dev. Packet Error Rate:" errStats.stddevQ endl;
Table 6-8 Functionality ofEnhanced Sink module
The next step is to generate the necessary make files and run collect the statistics
for different values of number_rand i.e. number of messages and infer results from the
statistics.
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The delay statistics is shown below in figure 6-3
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Figure 6-3 Delay statistics for different values of number_rand
As we can see from the above figure, the average delay time almost remains the
same for various values of the number of messages. However the maximum delay time
and standard deviation delay time both show an exponential increase with the number of
messages which implies that bit error rate has a influence on the transmission messages
through the channel and as the number ofmessages increases the probability that a bit is
correctly transmitted decreases. The average packet error rate statistics is shown below in
figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4 Packet error statistics for different values of numberrand
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Chapter 7 Futurework and Conclusion
The following items can be identified as suitable for further research
a. Implementing time synchronization on USB supported TelosB Mica Motes or
other MICA motes
b. Implementing cluster based ideas researched in this thesis on hardware since
the primary focus of this thesis was on Time Synchronization on the hardware
motes
c. Support for mobility in the cluster based network
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